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1

Executive summary
Page| 6

This deliverable updates the plan of the CreativeCH workshop programme (first plan
presented in project deliverable 3.1, March 2012) and summarises results and experiences
of the already held three workshops.
The CreativeCH workshop programme consists of 10 workshops, held in different EU
Member States in the context of larger events that are chosen according to fit with the project
topics and target groups. The objective is to share, discuss and consolidate the current
knowledge and experiences in the cooperation of science & technology, cultural heritage and
cultural and creative industries organisations.
Except MFG Baden-Württemberg, who takes care for the overall organisation of the
workshops, each partner is responsible for the thematic lead of two workshops, assigned
according to their expertise.
The project has already run three successful workshops in 2012, and has scheduled and is
preparing the next three in 2013. Relevant events for the four workshops in 2014 have been
identified, each with two options of well-established conferences.
The typical format of a workshop of about three hours includes “show & tell” project
presentations, demonstrations of innovative digital products and services, and moderated
discussion rounds. Initially it was foreseen to have an attendance of some 30 workshop
participants. But we found that participation of about 20 (or a few more) fits better to allow for
focused discussion in a workshop setup (roundtable).
The number of online views and downloads of workshop materials (e.g. videos,
presentations, summary) are already considerable and growing. We estimate that 300-400
people, including one time and repeat visitors, have already viewed or downloaded workshop
materials. With a growing number of visitors to the project website we also expect many
more people accessing the available workshop materials.
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2

Concept of the workshop programme

Deliverable 3.1 European Workshop Programme – Plan (delivered end of project month 6, Page| 7
March 2012) described in detail various elements of the CreativeCH series of workshops.
The sections below give a brief overview of these elements.

2.1

Objectives and target groups of the workshop programme

The overall aim of CreativeCH is enabling cities and regions across Europe to benefit from
Cultural Heritage assets through creative cooperation of Science & Technology (S&T)
centres, Cultural Heritage (CH) organisations and Cultural & Creative Industry (CCI)
businesses.
The workshop programme consists of a series of 10 workshops, held at events in different
EU Member States, with the objective to share, discuss and consolidate the current
knowledge and experiences in the cooperation among Science & Technology, Cultural
Heritage and Cultural & Creative Industries (S&T – CH – CCI Cooperation).
Therefore the CreativeCH workshops are organised for participants and audiences from the
following core target groups:
-

Science & technology centres,

-

Cultural & creative industry businesses,

-

Cultural heritage organisations, and

-

City / regional-level policy-makers and agencies.

In addition, experts with special expertise in some of the workshop topics (e.g. IPR/licensing
or Cultural Diversity) will be invited.
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2.2

Workshop topics

CreativeCH aims at creating a rich and inspiring knowledge base in S&T – CH – CCI Page| 8
Cooperation. Therefore the workshop topics cover a wide range of issues and opportunities
in such cooperation. The table below gives an overview of the 10 topics and includes the
partners who, according to their expertise, are responsible for the thematic leads.

Topics

Thematic lead

Creative Clusters

SRFG

CH and ICT in the experience economy

UoC

New skills and professionalization for the digital arena

PIN

CH and city/regional development

SRFG

IPR and management of rights

UoC

Business models for creative cooperation

mNACTEC

Citizen cultural participation

UVT

Internationalisation and localization of digital cultural heritage content

PIN

Cultural tourism

mNACTEC

Cultural diversity

UVT

2.3

Workshop locations and formats

To allow for exchange and cross-fertilizing between S&T centres, CH organizations and CCI
businesses, events such as conferences, fairs or festivals are chosen that are relevant for
these target groups and fit with the different CreativeCH topics.
The overall goal is to promote an open and productive exchange of knowledge and
experiences among the participants. The formats of the workshops are flexible, chosen
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according to the particular topic and the type and context of the event at which a workshop is
held.
The typical setup that has been used in the workshops already held includes short “show & Page| 9
tell” presentations, demonstrations of innovative digital products and services, and
moderated discussion rounds. The duration of such a workshop is about 3 hours.

2.4

Partners’ roles in the workshop programme

The CreativeCH European workshop programme (project task 3.1) is led by the MFG BadenWürttemberg team who are also responsible for WP5 - European Dissemination of Results.
MFG takes care for the overall organisation of the workshops (e.g. availability of an
appropriate room, required equipment, information material, etc.). The leader of WP3,
Salzburg Research, provides support in the thematic coverage of the different topics of the
workshop series.
Except MFG, each partner is responsible for the preparation, moderation and summarization
of two workshops (cf. the overview in the section above). These tasks involve the following
activities:
-

Exploring the topic and identifying potential external workshop participants;

-

Preparing the workshop agenda and inviting the identified external experts for
presentations or other contributions; project partners may present results of activities
such as the CHIEF forum or Local Showcases;

-

Introducing the topic on the CHIEF platform by posting questions and selected
background information (e.g. major reports, exemplary projects, etc.) and inviting
discussion;

-

Moderating and protocolling the workshop that brings together experts who have been
invited for presentations, experts from the project partners and other attendees from the
event at which the workshop is co-located;

-

Summarising the results such as important discussion points, exemplary projects,
lessons learned, etc.
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-

Making available the results on the project website, including presentation slides of the
participants, interviews and other material.

The aggregated results will also be used as one input for the production of the Handbook Page| 10
and online Toolkit for Creative Cooperation in Cultural Heritage (cf. project deliverable D3.2).
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3

Overall planning of the workshops, 2012-214
Page| 11

3.1

Planning of the workshops

The schedule of the workshops as foreseen in the Description of Work (DoW) is as follows:
two workshops in the first project year (M8, M10), four in the second year (M14, M16, M21,
M23), and four in the third year (M27, M29, M33, M35). The plan of having 2 workshops in
the first year and four each in the following years has been be kept, with some necessary
adaptation of the actual months according to available events for the workshop topics and
target groups.
The first three workshops already have been held and the location of the next three
workshops is decided. These workshops are currently in preparation, especially the two
workshops scheduled in the first half of 2013. Also relevant events for the final four
workshops in 2014 have been identified.

3.2

Tabular overview of the schedule 2012-2014

The table below gives an overview of the current schedule of the workshop programme. The
overview includes the workshops that already have been held (2012) or are in preparation
(2013) as well as the workshops foreseen for 2014.
The workshops are intended to be held at conferences or other large events. It is understood
that foreseeing events for the year 2014 is somewhat speculative. Therefore in the overview
for 2014 alternative options are given which correspond best to the intended workshop topics
and are sustained regular events.

Date

Topic

Location

Lead
partner

Status

2012-04-18

Creative clusters

MFG, Stuttgart, Germany

SRFG

Already
held

2012-05-17

Cultural heritage and
ICT in the
experience economy

INVTUR 2012 Conference,
Aveiro, Portugal

UoC

Already
held
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2012-11-21

Citizen cultural
participation

VAST2012 Symposium,
Brighton, UK

UVT

Already
held

2013-05-12

Cultural tourism

Fiera Modernista, Terrassa,
Spain

mNACTEC Prepar.

2013-05-16

Internationalisation
and localization of
heritage content

EVA Florence, Florence, Italy

PIN

2013-10

Business models for
creative cooperation

International Biennial
Vestiges of Industry, Prague,
Czech Republic (held biannually, usually in October)

mNACTEC Prepar.

2013-12

New skills and
professionalization

DISH - Digital Strategies for
Heritage Conference,
Rotterdam, Netherlands
(held biannually, usually in
December)

PIN

To be
decided

2014-02

IPR and
management of
rights

European Public Service
Information (ePSI) Platform
Conference (usually held in
February or March).

UoC

To be
decided

SRFG

To be
decided

UVT

To be
decided

Prepar.

Alternative: Berlin Open
Access Conference (if held in
Europe and before October
2014)
2014-05

CH and city/regional
development

Regional Studies Association
European Conference, held
annually at different
locations, usually in May
Alternative: EU Regions for
Economic Change Conf.,
held annually at different
locations, usually in June

2014-06

Cultural diversity

Europa Nostra Annual
Congress; held annually at
different locations, usually in
June
Alterative: The Best in
Heritage Conference,
Dubrovnik, Croatia; since
2003 held annually end of
September
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4

Overview of the workshops
Page| 13

4.1

The three workshops held in 2012

4.1.1

Workshop 1: Creative Clusters

Workshop 1: “Creative Clusters” | Clustering workshop, MFG, Stuttgart, Germany, 18
April 2012 (14:00-17:00)
Workshop focus: The first workshop was developed around the topic of Creative Clusters to
discuss the concept of “clustering” organisations of the relevant domains (S&T, creative
industries, cultural heritage), present examples, and share lessons learned.
Workshop questions:
How can cross-fertilization of ideas and regular collaboration among cultural heritage
institutions, cultural & creative businesses, and science & technology centres be
stimulated?
How can local/regional creative clusters be integrated into European initiatives and
focused cooperation?
Workshop context: The workshop was specifically conceived to bring together actors from
the different domains (S&T, creative industries, cultural heritage) and networking with
important related groups, which included the European Interest Group on Creativity and
Innovation (EICI) and the Science in Society “sister project” of CreativeCH, KiiCS Knowledge Incubation in Innovation and Creation for Science (2012-2014).
Workshop participants: The invited experts came from Iconoval - Alsace Image Cluster
(France), the German cluster Virtual Dimension Center (VDC), the EICI – European Interest
Group on Creativity and Innovation, the UK-based CIDA creative industry development
agency, and KEA European Affairs (Brussels), renowned for their cultural sector studies and
consultancy. The participant from KEA also represented the KiiCS project. Furthermore
senior and young researchers and project managers from all CreativeCH partners
participated in the workshop. To allow for involving such a unique group of participants, the
www.creative-heritage.eu | MFG | mNACTEC | PIN | SRFG | UoC | UVT
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workshop was not located within an external event but organised to take place at MFG
Baden-Württemberg.
Thematic lead & organization: Salzburg Research was responsible for the thematic lead Page| 14
and moderation of the workshop; MFG took care for the organisation of the workshop.
Workshop agenda:
Welcome by Representative of MFG Baden-Württemberg
14:00–14:10

CreativeCH - A European Peer-Learning Network
Franco Niccolucci, University of Florence / PIN VastLab

14:10–14:15

Introduction of speakers and guests

14:15–14:25

“Creative Clusters"
Different views on clusters and clustering, and a brief overview of other
topics of the CreativeCH series of workshops
Guntram Geser, Salzburg Research

14:25–14:40

Regional creative clusters: An example from Portugal
Practical experiences from working with the Rede Economias Criativas
and City Council of Montemor-o-Velho
Joaquim Carvalho, University of Coimbra

14:40–15:20

Moderated discussion
How to stimulate cross-fertilization of ideas and regular collaboration
among S&T centres, CH organisations and CCI businesses on the
local/regional level?
Moderator: Eusebi Casanelles, Director, Museu de la Ciència i de la
Tècnica de Catalunya

15:20–15:50

Break

15:50–16:05

The European Interest Group on Creativity and Innovation (EICI)
EICI interest and activities in the area of creative businesses, culture /
cultural heritage and regional development
Valentina Grillea, EICI

16:05–16:45

Moderated discussion
How to integrate local/regional creative clusters into European /
international cooperation? How to promote such clustering?
Moderator: Sorin Hermon, West University of Timisoara

16:45–16:55

Summary of discussion results
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What did we learn today? Key workshop takeaway points
Guntram Geser, Salzburg Research
16:55–17:00

Page| 15

Outlook
Where do we go from here? Growing the European peer-learning network
Franco Niccolucci, University of Florence / PIN VastLab

List of participants:
Joaquim Carvalho

University of Coimbra (professor)

Portugal

Eusebi Casanelles

mNACTEC (museum director)

Spain

Sara Dias-Trindade

University of Coimbra (researcher)

Portugal

Guntram Geser

Salzburg Research (senior researcher)

Austria

Valentina Grillea

EICI – European Interest Group on Creativity and
Innovation (manager)

Germany

Sorin Hermon

West University of Timisoara (senior researcher)

Romania

Ion Imbrescu

West University of Timisoara (senior researcher)

Romania

Hanna Kasper

Iconoval (researcher)

France

Valentina Montalto

KEA European Affairs and KiiCS project (researcher)

Brussels

Petra Newrly

MFG-Baden Württemberg (project manager)

Germany

Franco Niccolucci

PIN (professor)

Italy

Evandro Oliveira

MFG (communication manager)

Germany

Simona Pede

MFG (project manager)

Germany

Carmen Prats

mNACTEC (project manager)

Spain

Christina Pugi

PIN (senior researcher)

Italy

Christoph Runde

Virtual Dimension Center (CEO)

Germany

Paula Simões

University of Coimbra (researcher)

Portugal

Stephanie Williams

PIN (project manager)

Italy

Anamaria Wills

CIDA – Creative Industry Development Agency (CEO)

UK
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4.1.2

Workshop 2: Cultural Heritage and ICT in the Experience
Economy
Page| 16

Workshop 2: “Cultural Heritage and ICT in the Experience Economy” | INVTUR/BiT
2012 Conference, Aveiro, Portugal, 17 May 2012 (14:00-17:00)
Workshop focus: The workshop explored the links between cultural heritage, technology
and tourism in the context of the experience economy. In particular, it focused on
opportunities and challenges of cultural heritage organisations in using novel ICT
applications (e.g. mobile technology applications) for engaging experiences with cultural
content.
Workshop questions:
What new market opportunities are opened up by innovative digital technologies and
media, for example, with regards to personalized mobile location-based cultural services?
How can 3D content, virtual reconstructions and augmented reality applications be used
to allow for unique cultural experiences?
How to valorise in the digital sphere also the rich intangible heritage in narratives, music
or drama?
Workshop context: The workshop was initially planned to take place within the new
conference “Cultural Heritage – New Media Technologies – Experience Economy”
(Montemor-o-Velho, Portugal, 1-3 June 2012). But the conference had to be cancelled by the
organizers due to unsecure funding. Therefore the CreativeCH workshop was re-located to
the conference INVTUR 2012 - Tourism in Times of Change (Aveiro, Portugal, 16-19 May
2012). This international conference focused on how tourism can assist the economy and the
society in times of change and uncertainty. The role of new technologies, culture / cultural
heritage and tourism was one of the major themes of the conference. The CreativeCH
workshop was held in a large tent that hosted the booths of the conference exhibitors. Also
CreativeCH was present with a booth where a project presentation was shown and
information material handed out to exhibition visitors.
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The CreativeCH workshop in Aveiro was also followed in the evening by an Almedina Talk of
the EuroMACHS network. This related event on "History in the palm of your hand" in the
Livraria Almedina, Coimbra, attracted around 20 students, researchers and other interested Page| 17
people.
Workshop participants: The CreativeCH workshop brought together experts in the
experience economy theme, one economics professor and one manger of the experience
economy programme of a municipality, representatives of innovative ICT applications that
allow tourists novel cultural experiences, and professors and students from the EuroMACHS
European Master Programme (European Heritage, Digital Media and the Information
Society). Furthermore senior and young researchers and project managers from all
CreativeCH partners participated in the workshop.
Thematic lead & organization: Universidade de Coimbra was responsible for the thematic
lead and local organisation of the workshop; MFG provided support in the production of
information material and managed the CreativeCH booth.
Workshop agenda:

Welcome by Prof. Joaquim Carvalho, University of Coimbra
14:00–14:15

CreativeCH - A European Peer-Learning Network
Prof. Franco Niccolucci, University of Florence / PIN VastLab

14:15–14:25

Introduction of speakers and guests

14:25–14:40

The Experience Economy
The concept of experience economy and its relation to local development
Prof. Luís Moura Ramos, University of Coimbra – Faculty of Economics,
“Tourism, Leisure and Heritage” Programme

14:40–14:55

Creating Experiences for Urban Renewal
How the Municipality of Óbidos uses creative experiences to bring new
life to a historical site
Miguel Silvestre, Óbidos Municipality and URBACT II project leader

14:55–15:25

Moderated discussion
What new market opportunities are opened up by innovative digital
technologies and media? How to valorize also the rich intangible heritage
in narratives, music and drama?
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Moderator: Prof. Joaquim Carvalho, University of Coimbra
15:25–15:45

Break

15:45–16:20

Demos of innovative application

16:20–16:50

-

Street Museum, Brothers and Sisters, UK

-

Zeitfenster, Patrick Burkert, Stuttgart Media University

-

Just in Time Tourist, Alexandre Pinto, CEO, iClio

Page| 18

Moderated discussion
How can 3D content, virtual reconstructions and augmented reality
applications be used to allow for unique cultural experiences?
Moderator: Guntram Geser, Salzburg Research

16:50–17:00

Summary of discussion results
What did we learn today? Key workshop takeaway points
Prof. Joaquim Carvalho, University of Coimbra

List of participants:
Patrick Burkert

Stuttgart Media University; Zeitfenster project
(manager)

Germany

Joaquim Carvalho

University of Coimbra (professor)

Portugal

Eusebi Casanelles

mNACTEC (museum director)

Spain

Sara Dias-Trindade

University of Coimbra (researcher)

Portugal

Guntram Geser

Salzburg Research (senior researcher)

Austria

Sorin Hermon

West University of Timisoara (senior researcher)

Romania

Katherine Johnson

EuroMACHS master's student, University of Turku

Finland

Kimi Kärki

University of Turku, School of History, Culture and
Art Studies (researcher and project coordinator)

Finland

Ingo Kropač

University of Graz, Institute of History (professor)

Austria

Petra Newrly

MFG-Baden Württemberg (project manager)

Germany

Franco Niccolucci

PIN (professor)

Italy

Evandro Oliveira

MFG (communication manager)

Germany
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Irene de Pedro

mNACTEC (project manager)

Spain

Christina Pugi

PIN (senior researcher)

Italy

Alexandre Pinto

Just in Time Tourist, iClio (CEO)

Portugal

Luís Moura Ramos

University of Coimbra, Faculty of Economics
(professor)

Portugal

Grazia Semeraro

University of Salento, Department of Cultural
Heritage (professor)

Italy

Paula Simões

University of Coimbra (researcher)

Portugal

Miguel Silvestre

Municipality of Óbidos, Óbidos Creativa (manager)

Portugal

Manfred Thaller

University of Cologne, Computer Science for the
Humanities (professor)

Germany

Franco Tommasi

University of Salento, Department of Engineering
and Innovation (professor)

Italy

Stephanie Williams

PIN (project manager)

Italy
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About 10 temporary attendants (visitors of the
exhibition tent who took a seat for listening to a
presentation or discussion)

4.1.3

Workshop 3: Citizen Cultural Participation

Workshop 3: “Citizen Cultural Participation” | VAST2012 Symposium, Brighton, UK, 21
November 2012
Workshop focus: The workshop focused on how citizens and communities can be enabled
to engage with cultural heritage in a participatory and inclusive way. In particular, this
concerned appropriate forms of collaboration with cultural institutions and creative
businesses in the communication of local/regional heritage, cultural memories and stories.
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Workshop questions:
How to engage citizens in the communication and contextualisation of cultural heritage
by sharing own content, images, recordings and stories, e.g. through participative Web
2.0 applications?
How to ensure inclusiveness of the interpretation and presentation of cultural heritage
through establishing a meaningful collaboration between communities (e.g. minority
cultures), heritage organisations and other stakeholders?
Workshop context: The workshop was held at the VAST2012 - International Symposium on
Virtual Reality, Archaeology, and Cultural Heritage. The conference is among the larger and
renowned events in the field of digital applications for the heritage sector. Conference topics
include the presentation and communication of heritage sites and monuments, collections of
museums and archives, cultural tourism and other user-focused applications.
Workshop participants: The workshop welcomed five presenters of projects in different
European countries that represented different approaches of involving citizens; also the ongoing work with multi-cultural communities in the CreativeCH showcase in the Banat region
was presented by a research student. Furthermore young researchers from UK universities
(Goldsmiths, University of East Anglia, University College London) and seniors from cultural
and technological organisations (CMC Associates / UK, CINECA / Italy and ITC systems /
Romania) participated. Moreover, senior and young researchers and project managers from
CreativeCH partners took part in the workshop.
In addition to the workshop a large poster presenting the four CreativeCH showcases was
displayed in the entrance area of the conference hall. Conference attendants who were
interested to learn more about the project were also informed about the other project
activities and received the project flyer.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara was
responsible for the thematic lead and moderation of the workshop, while MFG took care for
the overall organisation (e.g. reception, provision of information material, etc.). The
organisation of the workshop was also supported by Prof. Franco Niccolucci (PIN) who has
long-standing liaisons with the conference organiser, University of Brighton, and conference
committee members.
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Workshop agenda:
Welcome by Prof. Franco Niccolucci, University of Florence / PIN, Italy
14:00–14:15

Matera citta narrata: Tales of a city
Andrea Adami, CNR - Institute for Technologies Applied to Cultural
Heritage, Italy

14:15–14:30

Heritage of Portuguese Influence Portal: a way to explore and
collaborate online
Ricardo Trindade, HPIP, Portugal

14:30–14:45

history reloaded - Regensburg´s citizen participation project
Angelika Rossmaier, University of Graz, Austria

14:45–15:15

Moderated discussion
How to engage citizens in the communication and contextualisation of
cultural heritage by sharing own content, images, recordings and stories,
e.g. through participative Web 2.0 applications?
Moderator: Sorin Hermon, Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara, Romania

15:15–15:40

Break

15:40–15:55

Documenting heritage: by the people and for the people
Karina Rodriguez, 3D-COFORM project, Brighton University, UK

15:55–16:10

Children as promoters of community involvement
Kyprianos Kountouris, Pyrga Primary School, Cyprus

16:10–16:25

Documenting festive practices in the multi-cultural Banat region
Raluca Selejan, Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara, Romania

16:25–16:55

Moderated discussion
How to ensure inclusiveness of the interpretation and presentation of
cultural heritage through establishing a meaningful collaboration between
communities (e.g. minority cultures), heritage organisations and other
stakeholders?
Moderator: Joaquim Carvalho, University of Coimbra, Portugal

16:55–17:00

Summary of discussion results
What did we learn today? Key workshop takeaway points
Sorin Hermon, Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara, Romania
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List of participants:
Andrea Adami

CNR - Institute for Technologies Applied to Cultural
Heritage (senior researcher)

Italy

Prashant Aparajaja

Goldsmiths - University of London (researcher)

UK

Philip Brown

University of East Anglia (researcher)

UK

Joaquim Carvalho

University of Coimbra (professor)

Portugal

Sara Dias-Trindade

University of Coimbra (researcher)

Portugal

Guntram Geser

Salzburg Research (senior researcher)

Austria

James Hemsley

CMC Associates and University of London, Birkbeck
College

UK

Sorin Hermon

West University of Timisoara (senior researcher)

Romania

Mona Hess

University College London, Museums and Public
Engagement (researcher)

UK

Maria Chiara Lignori

Consorzio Interuniversitario CINECA (researcher)

Italy

Kyprianos Kountouris

Pyrga Primary School (director)

Cyprus

Petra Newrly

MFG-Baden Württemberg (project manager)

Germany

Franco Niccolucci

PIN (professor)

Italy

Karina Rodriguez

Brighton University (researcher)

UK

Angela Rossmaier

EuroMACHS Project and HeritageMatters, CHIEF
Award Winner

Austria

Stefano Sbarbati

MFG (communication manager)

Germany

Raluca Selejan

West University of Timisoara (researcher)

Romania

Paula Simões

University of Coimbra (researcher)

Portugal

Livia Stefan

ITC systems (software engineer)

Romania

Ricardo Trindade

Heritage of Portuguese Influence Portal (manager)

Portugal

Stephanie Williams

PIN (project manager)

Italy
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4.2

Planned next three workshops, 2013

4.2.1

Workshop 4: Cultural tourism

Workshop 5: “Cultural Tourism” | Fira Modernista, Terrassa, Spain, 12 May 2013
Workshop focus: The workshop will focus on the opportunities and challenges in
developing cultural tourism routes and using novel ICT applications for communicating the
regional cultural heritage to visitors.
Workshop questions:
How to develop cultural heritage experiential values beyond stereotypic expectations (i.e.
the typical “tourist gaze”)?
How to attract more interest in less know and/or relax the pressure on overcrowded
cultural tourism areas?
How to strike the right balance between tourism development and heritage conservation
and promote responsible and sustainable cultural tourism?
Workshop context: This workshop will take place within the Fira Modernista which is an
annual festival in Terrassa that celebrates the cultural history of the area. It includes historic
re-enactments, street markets, a parade, etc. where participants have the opportunity to
make a trip back in time and relive the city 100 years ago.
Workshop participants: The workshop will bring together a number of European cultural
tourism experts, practitioners from regional networks (e.g. Industrial Tourism Network of
Catalonia, Iron Route of the Pyrenees), and senior and young researchers and project
managers from CreativeCH partners.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: Museu de la Ciència i de la Tècnica de
Catalunya (mNACTEC) is responsible for the thematic lead and local organisation of the
workshop, while MFG will support the organisation (e.g. reception, provision of information
material, etc.).
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4.2.2

Workshop 5: Internationalisation and localization of digital
cultural heritage
Page| 24

Workshop 4: “Internationalisation and Localization of Digital Cultural Heritage” | EVA
Florence conference, Florence, Italy, 16 May 2013
Workshop focus: The workshop will focus on the opportunities and challenges in
communicating heritage to local/regional communities as well as to audiences across
European countries and internationally. In particular it will highlight the importance of taking
account of distinct cultural characteristics (i.e. preventing stereotypic images) and promoting
understanding of cultural diversity.
Workshop questions:
What are the trends and opportunities for cultural heritage based digital products and
services on the European and international markets?
How to take account of distinct regional and national cultures, and how to turn the cultural
diversity and multi-linguality of Europe into strong assets on international markets?
What cooperation models work within and beyond Europe for internationalisation and
localization of cultural heritage based digital products and services?
Workshop context: This workshop will be organised as a session of the EVA - Electronic
Imaging & the Visual Arts conference. The conference covers a wide spectrum of topics
including visual arts, virtual museums and galleries, digital cultural heritage and other userfocused ICT applications. It is well-established and often chosen by major national and
European projects for presenting and disseminating results.
Workshop participants: The workshop will bring together experts in the local/regional as
well as international communication of cultural heritage, both specifically invited experts as
well as other experts and practitioners interested in the topic of this conference session.
Furthermore senior and young researchers and project managers from CreativeCH partners
will participate.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: PIN – Servizi Didiattici e Scientifici per
l’Università di Firenze is responsible for the thematic lead and moderation of the workshop,
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while MFG will support the overall organisation (e.g. reception, provision of information
material, etc.). Prof. Franco Niccolucci (PIN) has long-standing liaisons with the conference
organiser, MICC Media Integration and Communication Center (Florence), and conference Page| 25
committee members.

4.2.3

Workshop 6: Business models for creative cooperation

Workshop 6: “Business models for creative cooperation” | 7th International Biennial
"Vestiges of Industry" industrial heritage conference, Prague, Czech Republic,
October 2013
Workshop focus: The workshop will focus on the opportunities and challenges in the
revitalization and communication of industrial heritage sites. Revitalization involves adapted
new uses of such sites often in the form of facilities for cultural organisations (museums,
galleries, etc.) or work spaces for creative industry businesses. The workshop will present
and discuss approaches for creative cooperation of site developers, creative businesses,
S&T and cultural heritage organisations for communicating industrial heritage to new and
young audiences.
Workshop questions:
How to raise the awareness of threatened local/regional industrial heritage in need of
preservation and revitalization?
How to promote public-private partnerships and involvement of civic, cultural and artistic
associations in the revitalization of industrial heritage sites?
How to transfer and stimulate the uptake of best practices and new creative ideas in the
revitalization and communication of industrial heritage sites?
Workshop context: The "Vestiges of Industry", organised biannually since 2001, is a
programme of exhibitions and cultural events in a number of cities at locations connected
with defunct, declining or recently revitalised industrial heritage sites. The programme
includes a conference in Prague with international participation. The conference addresses
current themes in industrial heritage and examines critical issues and current results,
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including public-private partnerships, best practice examples, and the public understanding
and appreciation of industrial heritage.
Workshop participants: The group of participants is expected to comprise national and Page| 26
international

industrial

heritage

experts

and

practitioners,

creative

businesses,

representatives of public-private partnerships, and civic, cultural and artistic associations.
Furthermore senior and young researchers and project managers from CreativeCH partners
will participate.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: Museu de la Ciència i de la Tècnica de
Catalunya (mNACTEC) is responsible for the thematic lead and moderation of the workshop,
while MFG takes care for the overall organisation (e.g. reception, provision of information
material, etc.).

4.3

Outlook on the four workshops in 2014

4.3.1

Workshop 7: New skills and professionalization

Foreseen event, date and place: DISH - Digital Strategies for Heritage Conference,
Rotterdam, Netherlands, December 2013 (to be confirmed).
Workshop focus: New skills required for creating cultural heritage based digital products
and services, professionalization processes, and best practices in the education and training
in this area.
Workshop questions:
What new skills are necessary for creating innovative cultural and creative products and
services based on CH resources?
What is the required mix of expertise in arts & humanities, technical applications and
business development?
How to digitize and make accessible CH resources effectively and how to contextualize
and interlink them in innovative ways?
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Workshop context: DISH is an international conference that is organised bi-annually by The
Netherlands Institute for Heritage and the Digital Heritage Netherlands Foundation. The
organisers invite leading experts and practitioners (e.g. directors and managers of heritage Page| 27
institutions, policy-makers, innovators and researchers), and promotes the sharing of
knowledge and best practices in the use of digital applications in the sector.
Workshop participants: Educational and vocational training offers in the area of cultural
heritage typically are rather specialised (addressing librarians, archivists, museum curators
and other cultural heritage professionals), while offers for developing skills for creative
industries focus on creativity, technical and business development. Therefore experts and
practitioners will be invited who can present recent initiatives and examples of best practices
that are bridging these “two worlds”.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: PIN – Servizi Didiattici e Scientifici per
l’Università di Firenze with support from MFG Baden-Württemberg.

4.3.2

Workshop 8: Cultural heritage and city/regional development

Foreseen event, date and place: Regional Studies Association European Conference 2014
(the conference is held annually at different locations, usually in February or March).
Alternative: EU Regions for Economic Change Conference 2014 (held annually at different
locations, usually in May or June).
Workshop focus: The workshop will focus on cultural heritage based city and regional
development strategies, present success stories as well as discuss critical issues in such
strategies.
Workshop questions:
How can cultural heritage contribute to city/regional development and creative “place
making” vs. formulas that lead to cultural uniformity and sterility?
How to go beyond shallow “cultural branding” and combine historic depth and creative
vitality to create truly attractive places for investing, living and working?
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Workshop context: The two conferences that are considered present different contexts for a
CreativeCH workshop. The Regional Studies Association European Conference is an
academic event that also attracts participants who work in practical areas such as regional, Page| 28
urban and tourism development. The EU Regions for Economic Change Conference is a
forum for policy makers, public agencies, industry interest groups and consultancies, and
major centres of research & development. Recently "smart specialisation" has been
promoted as a new concept for regional innovation policy and strategies (cf. the new
platform: http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu).
Workshop participants: The group of participants is expected to comprise European and
international researchers in topics of urban/regional development, representatives of
development agencies, experts in culture / cultural heritage based development approaches,
and representatives of cultural and creative industry associations. Furthermore senior and
young researchers and project managers from CreativeCH partners will participate.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: Salzburg Research with support from MFG
Baden-Württemberg.

4.3.3

Workshop 9: Cultural diversity

Foreseen event, date and place: Public Forum of the Europa Nostra Annual Congress
2014 (the congress is held annually at different locations, usually in June). Alterative: The
Best in Heritage Conference, Dubrovnik, Croatia (since 2003 held annually end of
September)
Workshop focus: The workshop will present and discuss innovative approaches in the
communication of cultural heritage with focus on European cultural diversity, multi-cultural
communities and international intercultural dialogue.
Workshop questions:
How to promote an open intercultural dialogue and valorise cultural diversity as a major
source of inspiration, creativity and mutual understanding?
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How to overcome a simplistic rhetoric of “diversity as richness” and also address tensions
and frictions, which should be dealt with in order to change attitudes and behaviours?
Workshop context: Europa Nostra is the “The Voice of Cultural Heritage in Europe” that has
a network of more than 400 member and associate organisations from all over Europe.
Europa Nostra promotes cultural heritage as a key asset for Europe’s society and economy
that is essential for our cultural identity and quality of life. The public Forum of the Europa
Nostra Annual Congress 2012 was attended by some 200 heritage experts and practitioners.
The alternative event is The Best in Heritage Conference that is a meeting place for
professionals in cultural heritage preservation and communication for sharing best practices
and presenting new projects and achievements. Usually this conference brings together
some 130 professionals from 25-30 countries.
Workshop participants: The group of participants is expected to comprise representatives
of cultural heritage institutions, professional associations, cultural NGOs and foundations,
and other researchers and practitioners in cultural diversity topics. Furthermore senior and
young researchers and project managers from CreativeCH partners will participate.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: Universitatea de Vest Din Timisoara with support
from MFG Baden-Württemberg.

4.3.4

Workshop 10: IPR and management of rights

Foreseen event, date and place: European Public Service Information (ePSI) Platform
conference 2014 (the conference is held annually at different locations, usually in February
or March). Alternative: Berlin Open Access Conference 2014 (if held in Europe and before
October 2014).
Workshop focus: The workshop will focus on issues, approaches and best practices in IPR
and licensing of heritage content in the context of non-profit as well as commercial ventures.
Workshop questions:
What approaches to IPR are most effective for creative competition in the digital
environment, e.g. rigid control of IPR vs. Creative Commons?
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What new regulations might impact on the management of CH material, e.g. an
expansion of the European Directive 2003/98/EC on the Re-use of Public Sector
Information to cultural material; or World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Page| 30
provisions for the protection of traditional cultural expressions?
Workshop context: The wider context to the discussion of IPR and licensing of cultural
heritage content includes on the one hand increasing commercialisation of cultural heritage
content and, on the other hand, the status of Public Sector Information (i.e. information
created and held by public or publicly funded institutions), the Open Access movement,
development of open repositories, and increasing use of Creative Commons licenses, Open
Data Commons and similar licenses for cultural information.
Among the candidate conferences for a CreativeCH workshop in this field is the European
Public Service Information (ePSI) Platform conference that is usually held in February or
March. The conference in 2012 (Rotterdam) attracted over 300 participants from 40
countries. The conference has gained additional traction because of the European
Commission’s proposal in December 2011 of a considerable revision of the Directive
2003/98/EC on the Re-use of Public Sector Information. This includes extending the scope of
application of the Directive also to libraries, museums and archives.
The Berlin Open Access Conference received its name from the “Berlin Declaration on Open
Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities on the Internet” issued in 2003 in
Berlin. Since then the conference was held in different European countries and recently in
Beijing (2010), Washington (2011) and Stellenbosch / South Africa (2012), each with an
attendance of 250-300 experts. The conference is an option if in 2014 it is held in Europe
and before the end of the formal project duration.
Workshop participants: The group of participants is expected to comprise experts in IPR
and licensing of cultural content held by public or publicly funded institutions, best practice in
non-profit and commercial projects using cultural heritage content, and Open Access
repositories and services.
Thematic lead & workshop organisation: University of Coimbra with support from MFG
Baden-Württemberg.
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5

Results of the first three workshops
Page| 31

5.1

Workshop 1: Creative Clusters

Workshop 1: “Creative Clusters” | Clustering workshop, MFG, Stuttgart, Germany, 18
April 2012 (14:00-17:00)

Workshop summary
Being the first in the series of CreativeCH workshops, the meeting identified and discussed
critical factors for creative clusters / clustering of organisations that work in the domains of
science & technology, cultural heritage and cultural and creative industries.
Guntram Geser (Salzburg Research) introduced the concept of “creative clusters” and their
role in producing and marketing of novel products and services based on cultural assets of
regions and towns. The functions of such clusters he saw in promoting a culture of creativity
and innovation, providing technological expertise and services, and supporting business
development (e.g. commercial partnerships or start-ups). He noted that for each attempt of
exploiting a cultural heritage asset there needs to be a clear business case that should not
count too much on public funding. Furthermore he cautioned that cultural heritage
institutions, due to their typically academic and public sector background, often are not the
type of risk takers needed for commercial ventures.
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Furthermore Dr. Geser presented an overview of types of creative clusters that can be
distinguished according to the core focus and level of activity. Into the overview he also
mapped the organisations of workshop participants and related networks (see figure below):

Cultural quarters and other shared creative spaces are primarily local actors; digital
technology & content clusters are extending to the regional/national level through linking
several centres; and on the European level sit different types of enablers such as
consultancies and networks of institutions. As a particularly interesting case Dr. Geser noted
cultural routes that can link cultural sites and towns in regions and in and across countries.
He emphasised that each actor of a creative cluster is “local” (simply because they are
located somewhere) and generates local benefits (e.g. job generation, tax payments, etc.).
He also quoted a recent study for the Council of Europe on the ”Impact of European Cultural
Routes on SMEs’ Innovation and Competitiveness” (2011), which found that “[T]he richness
and usefulness of the Cultural Routes is most visible at a local level.”
Professor Joaquim Carvalho (University of Coimbra) presented the example of a regional
creative network in Portugal. He explained the specific political background which includes
that there are no formal “regions” in Portugal and that the government therefore has
implemented instruments to make municipalities cooperate in regional development. One of
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these instruments is Redes Urbanas para a Competitividade e Inovação (Urban Networks for
Competitiveness and Innovation), short RUCIs, that allows to channel European structural
funding to inter‐municipal consortia.

Page| 33

Professor Carvalho focused on the Rede de Economias Criativas, a network of small cities
along the Mondego river that aim to implement creative economy strategies. Such strategies
promote

a

creative

environment

through

attracting

talented

people,

supporting

entrepreneurship, developing living and working spaces, and involving educational
institutions. An example of an individual project in the town Montemor‐o‐Velho was the
development of a centre and business incubator for creative technologies in the deserted old
city centre. Another, cross-municipality example was the Network of Castles and Walls of the
Mondego River that focuses on cultural tourism development.
As particular benefits of these initiatives Professor Carvalho highlighted that the policy
instrument and infusion of funding stimulated small cities to cooperate, and that the need to
cluster and implement transversal, mostly content-based activities generated important
immaterial values. Furthermore creative cooperation between different actors was
stimulated, for example, in the case of the Network of Castles and Walls of the Mondego
River between the municipalities, tourism operators, content producers, and academics (who
provide the knowledge for creating the historic narrative of the network).
While the achieved outcomes are promising, the current economic circumstances (Portugal
under financial aid since June 2011) are a threat to the stability of the clusters and networks.
Some individual projects on the local level are moving along, while common, transversal
activities are irritated by mixed messages of the funding agency. Austerity measures hinder
execution and low execution increases funding risk. “We know that all the initiatives within
RUCI can be anytime endangered by a cut of funding and maybe this is our next big
challenge”, concluded Professor Carvalho.
In the discussion of the typology, examples and issues in cluster initiatives the participants
agreed that there are considerable difficulties in implementing clusters that require regular
and effective cooperation as well as sustained funding. Clustering was seen as a long-term
process that starts with bringing the partners together, making them understand each other,
and stimulating joint projects.
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Concerning creative industry SMEs, Anamaria Wills (CIDA, UK) thought that the need to
cluster is certainly there: “Shared knowledge and shared experiences are especially
important for creative people, who are sometimes too much concentrated on their own work Page| 34
and ideas. The effective creative clusters are the ones where you share.”
Furthermore she described her work with young arts & humanities researchers at the
University of Leeds to help them widen the impact of their studies by bringing them together
with players of the cultural and creative sector. Although the content of their study is highly
specialised, consultants with their instinct for exploitation in most cases find a way of
connecting the scholars with themes and events that appeal to a wider audience. Some
examples were anniversaries of renowned writers or artists, historic places or special
museum exhibitions. Often the use of digital media allows for triggering interest by new and
young audiences in what arts & humanities scholars can tell them about historic periods and
cultural products. However, Anamaria Wills noted: “It is a slow process and it needs that both
the creative and the academic people come together and exchange their views and
perspectives to find innovative ideas and solutions.”
Valentina Montalto (KEA International Affairs, Brussel) seconded: “This cooperation is
crucial, because the cultural heritage experts can bring content and the technology and
creative can bring the form.” Mrs. Montalto is preparing a study on the impact of structural
funds in the cultural industries sector and stressed that clustering is indeed needed in this
sector. KEA International Affairs is also an initiator of the KiiCS - Knowledge Incubation in
Innovation and Creation for Science (EU FP7 Science in Society) project that aims to build
bridges between arts, science and technology, promote wider impacts of their interaction,
and trigger interest of young people in science in creative ways. The coordinator of KiiCS is
ECSITE, the European Network of Science Centres and Museums, that manages also
another, very large Science in Society project called PLACES - Platform of Local Authorities
and Communicators Engaged in Science.
Valentina Grillea, project manager of the European Interest Group on Creativity and
Innovation (EICI), presented the bottom-up approach of this group that already links 30
organisations across Europe. She believes that trust is one of the most important elements in
clustering: “Trusting each other means that it is going to be easier to learn from each other”.
Common values and relationships built on trust allowed EICI to grow and become a
community rather than a “network”: “The fact that EICI considers collaboration, trust and
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relationship as its core values, makes it possible for us to be more than a network. EICI
reached a further step by becoming a true community, able to cover all the fields of creativity
throughout its connections.”
The EICI community connects municipalities, regional agencies, creative industry businesses
and consultancies, technology transfer and innovation centres and others that promote the
benefits of creativity and innovation for the economy and society in Europe. One of the
founding members is Iconoval (France) that is an economic development agency promoting
the digital image and media sector in the Alsace region (some 400 companies with 5000
employees). Iconoval fosters knowledge transfer from science & technology centres to
industrial companies, supports know-how development among imaging professionals, and
facilitates the development of start-ups and established companies. Hanna Kasper,
Iconoval’s representative at the workshop, explained the broad application of digital imaging
technologies in various sectors including the cultural industries. Related to cultural heritage
she mentioned a number of projects involving companies of the Iconoval cluster, heritage
institutions and tourism organisations.
Christoph Runde, CEO of the Virtual Dimension Centre (Germany), explained how member
companies created virtual and augmented reality applications for cultural heritage
institutions. He noted that cultural heritage content often inspires them to develop new ways
of using the technology and how, in turn, the technology allows for enhancing the
understanding and appreciation of cultural history and heritage. He also noted that there has
been a rapid development of technologies, sometimes making earlier productions look rather
outdated. But at the same time digital tools have become less costly and more easy to use,
thereby decreasing the costs of new productions.
The workshop was summed up by Guntram Geser (Salzburg Research) who stressed the
importance of creativity for the European economy and society that has to compete with
other economies worldwide. They avail of a large, young and increasingly well educated
workforce that uses the same digital technologies as the European creative industries
companies. He concluded that “there is a competition up globally in creative products and
services in which Europe cannot afford to fail”.
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Workshop highlights:
[1] Types and levels of creative clusters: Such clusters comprise different types and levels of
connecting organisations that include: Cultural quarters and other shared creative spaces Page| 36
(local level), digital technology & content clusters (typically linking several centres on the
regional/national level), cultural routes (regional to European level) and international
networks of institutions (European level and beyond).
[2] Wide range of involved actors: In creative cluster initiatives a wide range of actors is
involved in various combinations. Two main groupings of actors can be distinguished: One
group that connects regional development agencies, science & technology centres,
innovation, technology transfer and business development organisations, and industrial
players, including leading creative industry companies. The second group brings together
users of new knowledge and technologies such as municipalities, creative SMEs and other
professionals, content holders (e.g. cultural institutions) and cultural and tourism operators.
[3] Functions of creative clusters: Creative clusters can play an important role in
local/regional development through producing and marketing of novel products and services
based on cultural assets of regions and towns. Vital functions of such clusters are promoting
a culture of creativity and innovation, providing technological expertise and services, and
supporting business development.
[4] Growing a culture of creativity and innovation: Creative clusters on the local/regional level
promote an environment that attract and generate synergies among talented people and
entrepreneurs (e.g. business incubators). Often they are also used to stimulate the
development of new living and working spaces (e.g. revitalization of historic centres and
buildings). Moreover creative cluster strategies allow for involving educational institutions
(universities, vocational training centres, schools) to offer creativity and business
development programmes as well as specialised knowledge (e.g. historic background for
cultural tourism).
[5] Stimulating cooperation in regional development: Regional development policies based
on creative economy strategies have shown to promote a stronger cooperation of
municipalities as they require cross-community networking and involvement of actors from
different domains. For example a network of small historic towns may involve municipalities,
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tourism operators, cultural heritage institutions and academics (who provide knowledge on
heritage objects and sites), and content and technical application producers.
[6] Issue of sustainability of creative clusters: There are many difficult issues in establishing Page| 37
creative clusters and networks, especially when the goal is regular cooperation of actors from
different sectors and long-term sustainability. This usually requires sustained public funding
at least for a base level of regular activities. Creative clustering is a long-term process that
starts with bringing partners from different sectors together, making them understand each
other, and stimulating joint projects. To achieve a wide impact of a creative economy
programme such projects need to be integrated through a common framework as well as
communicated to the wider public.
[7] Key role of shared interests / values and trust among the participants: Shared interests /
values and trust among the participants play a core role in successful creative cooperation.
They allow for developing mutual understanding and learning among participants, growing
networks into communities, and turning loose forms of cooperation in strong and sustained
collaboration.
[8] Creative cross-fertilization between technology and content organisations: Digital
technologies can be applied in all industry sectors, including the cultural sector. For example,
novel technologies such as virtual and augmented reality have been applied for the
communication of cultural heritage. In such cases technologists often were inspired to
develop new ways of using the technology and, in turn, the technology allowed for enhancing
the understanding and appreciation of cultural history and heritage.
[9] Rapid development and takeup of digital technologies: There is a rapid development of
digital tools that become less costly and more easy to use by content and application
developers, thereby decreasing the costs of new productions. In this context creativity
becomes the core success factor in the production of cultural and other creative products
and services.
[10] Exploitation of cultural heritage assets: Attempts to exploit cultural heritage assets need
a clear business case that should not, as is quite often the case, count too much on public
funding. Creative SMEs that consider cultural heritage as an interesting niche market should
be aware that heritage institutions, due to their typically academic and public sector
background, often are not the type of risk takers needed for commercial ventures.
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[11] Increasing the relevance and impact of arts & humanities knowledge: Knowledge in arts
& humanities is important for understanding and appreciating cultural heritage, however,
often does not find a wider diffusion. Bringing scholars together with actors of the cultural and Page| 38
creative sector can help achieving a wider spread of the knowledge, for example, through
linking it with themes and events that appeal to a wider audience. Use of digital media
applications for communicating the knowledge can allow for triggering interest by new and
young audiences.

Links for organisations and projects mentioned in the summary
CIDA – Cultural Industries Development Agency, UK, http://www.cida.co.uk
ECSITE - European Network of Science Centres and Museums, http://www.ecsite.eu
EICI – European Interest Group on Creativity and Innovation, http://www.creativityinnovation.eu
Iconoval - Alsace Image Cluster, France, http://www.iconoval.fr
KEA European Affairs, Brussels, http://www.keanet.eu
KiiCS - Knowledge Incubation in Innovation and Creation for Science (Science in Society
project), http://www.kiics.eu
PLACES - Platform of Local Authorities and Communicators Engaged in Science (Science in
Society project), http://www.openplaces.eu
Virtual Dimension Center (VDC), Germany, http://www.vdc-fellbach.de

Workshop related material available online
Workshop summary “Creative Clusters have the power to stimulate cross-fertilisation of
ideas”, by Chiara Ficano and Evandro Oliveira, MFG (23.04.2012), http://www.creativeheritage.eu/4812.html?&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=6660&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=
4834&cHash=092f9036fddba5bac1bc61b77299cd39
Workshop presentations (published 23.04.2012): http://www.creativeheritage.eu/workshop_creative_clusters.html
-

Guntram Geser: Clustering Cooperation in Culture Heritage,
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-

Valentina Grillea: European Interest Group on Ceativity and Innovation

-

Joaquim Carvalho:- Regional Creative Clusters - An example from Portugal
Page| 39

CreativeCH video interview with Valentina Montalto / KEA European Affairs at the Stuttgart
workshop, produced by MFG Innovation, published on You Tube (20.04.2012),
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQED-3T8NoY
CreativeCH video interview with Anamaria Wills / CIDA at the Stuttgart workshop, produced
by MFG Innovation, published on YouTube (20.04.2012),
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwAB6w1sL0o
CreativeCH images of the Stuttgart Workshop on Flickr (81 photographs, published
18.04.2012), http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativech/sets/72157629885420327/ and
http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativech/sets/72157629950002249/
Anamaria Wills (CIDA): Cultural heritage and contemporary thinking (21.04.2012).
http://4creativentrepreneurs.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/cultural-heritage-andcontemporary-thinking/
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5.2

Workshop 2: Cultural Heritage and ICT in the Experience
Economy

Workshop 2: “Cultural Heritage and ICT in the Experience Economy” | INVTUR 2012
Conference, Aveiro, Portugal, 17 May 2012 (14:00-17:00)

Workshop summary
The targeted promotion of cultural heritage becomes more effective when using innovative
ICT applications for enhanced and engaging experiences with cultural content and
knowledge. This was the core theme of the workshops’ presentations and discussions. In
particular the advantages of using mobile technology applications were highlighted as
smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices and attractive content offer a wide range of
possibilities.
“Increasing competition in the market means that goods and services are no longer enough
and that producers must differentiate their products by transforming them into ’experiences‘,
which engage the consumer”, stated Professor Luís Moura Ramos from the Faculty of
Economics at the University of Coimbra. He presented the concept of the ’experience
economy’. The expert in economics pointed out that the purchase of an experience allows
the consumer to enjoy a series of memorable events that engage him or her in a personal
way. Especially the creative, cultural and tourism sectors are economic drivers that can
contribute to the experience economy.
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Following on from Professor Ramos’ presentation, Miguel Silvestre from the Municipality of
Óbidos (Portugal) presented how this small community of 11,000 inhabitants was able to “reinvent” itself and attract more visitors through a creativity programme. The programme Page| 41
includes revitalising buildings under the motto “special places for special people” (e.g. a
monastery turned into a co-working space for small companies), promoting local organic food
production and other ecologically sound products (“eco-design”), creative work with young
people, and festivals organised throughout the year. Overall 30 projects have been
supported with the goal of stimulating a local creative economy and retaining creative people
in the municipality and region.
The presentation stimulated much discussion about the actual impact and sustainability of
such programmes. One representative of another municipality that invested in cultural
experiences was quoted having said “I see experiences but where is the economy”. The
example of Óbidos was seen as promising, yet, it became clear that success depends on
many factors and sustained, long-term investment is required.
The next workshop presentations focused on applications that combine creativity, cultural
heritage content and technology to allow for novel cultural experiences. Patrick Burkert
(Stuttgart Media University) presented the mobile augmented reality application “Zeitfenster”
(Time Window). This application for smartphones allows visitors and local people of Stuttgart
to view and compare current and past views of urban places and buildings of the city. The
latter are presented through historical photographs that are overlaid transparently on the
current view of the user in the display of a smartphone. Thereby the user can experience the
historic change of the built and other urban environment in a novel way.
The historical photographs often present elements of the urban environment that do not look
the same or are not there anymore. Therefore the Zeitfenster project besides providing a
novel augmented reality experience for tourists and local people also wants to contribute to
the preservation of cultural heritage by showing the loss in built and other historic
environment. Burkert emphasised that taking advantage of such new opportunities requires a
closer cooperation between subject experts (e.g. museums curators, city archivists) and
technology experts.
A similar application providing access to historic photographs related to 200 sites in London
is “Streetmuseum”. The application has been produced for the Museum of London by the
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creative agency Brothers and Sisters (UK). The producers could not attend the workshop but
sent a demo video that illustrated the concept and content.
Another great chance to explore touristic cultural heritage sites through the use of mobile Page| 42
technology was presented by Alexandre Pinto, CEO of the creative industry start-up
company iClio. Pinto is also one of the developers of the “Just in Time Tourist”. This mobile
application combines a personalized audio guide with dynamically presented cultural
sightseeing routes, detailed maps of sites, and other required tourist information (e.g. public
transportation).
The presentations stimulated lively discussions, for example, about the “experience
economy” concept as well as specific issues in creating new cultural experiences (e.g.
licensing content from heritage institutions). Workshop host Professor Joaquim Carvalho
(University of Coimbra) summed it up by pointing out the challenge of finding the right
combination of creativity, content and technology to allow for new user experiences. In
particular he emphasised the role of content, because, the cultural heritage is in the content
not in the technology used to mediate it. “Content is absolutely central, in the end we need
people to bridge the gap between content and technology and select, prepare and adapt it.”
Workshop highlights:
[1] Experience economy: The “experience economy” was understood to offer an inspiring
and useful concept for local/regional development building on available specific assets. But
such assets often need to be revitalised, adjusted to new consumer trends, and presented in
new ways. Some examples related to the cultural domain included turning historic buildings
into office spaces for creative companies, communicating the unique cultural heritage and
regional identity to tourists, and organising festivals that mobilize and bring together regional
cultural and creative actors.
[2] The experience economy is not only about creative cultural products and services: While
the focus of CreativeCH is cultural heritage the importance of other themes and assets
should be noted. For example this includes high-value regional food, i.e. producing and
marketing organic food from regional agricultural varieties (in the sense of “biological
heritage”) and other natural and ecologically sound products (e.g. textiles, furniture, etc.).
Such themes and assets can be subsumed under the specific cultural identity of a region.
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[3] There is no “one size fits all” experience economy approach: The discussion made clear
that there is no “one size fits all” approach. Each region must identify its specific assets and
strengths and develop a programme that allows making the most from them. Experience Page| 43
economy programmes can mobilize the community, strengthen local/regional businesses,
and retain or bring back talented people. However, establishing centres of cultural and
creative industries in former “industrial age” or rural areas will require sustained, long-term
investment.
[4] Tourists are seeking memorable experiences: The “experience economy” concept is
particularly relevant for the tourism sector. People take more but shorter breaks while looking
for special, memorable experiences rather than the typical “tourist package”. Yet,
encountering in novel ways cultural history and heritage is but one option among others
which, for example, include the performing arts (e.g. concerts) as well as sports events.
[5] Boom in mobile applications: A strong supporting trend is the rapidly increasing use of
smartphones and downloads of mobile “apps” that are available for various purposes.
Tourism was seen as one of the lead markets for such apps as tourists increasingly turn to
up-to-data digital information on interesting places, events, shopping, transport and other
information.
[6] Key role of mobile applications also for promoting cultural heritage sites: The key role of
mobile technologies for promoting cultural heritage sites through allowing tourists to interact
with historical images, 3D models and site descriptions was emphasised by all presenters
and confirmed in the discussion.
[7] Novel digital applications may also contribute to heritage preservation: Augmented reality
and other applications that demonstrate the change of urban and other sites can contribute
to the preservation of cultural heritage by showing the loss in built and other historic
environment.
[8] Cooperation of heritage experts, creative designers and technical developers: A major
challenge in the creative cooperation on novel cultural ICT applications was seen in bridging
the “two worlds” of on the one hand heritage experts working in museums and archives and,
on the other hand, creative designers and technical developers. The heritage experts want to
ensure the authenticity of the historical material while the creative team members are eager
to explore novel design and technical capacities.
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[9] The cultural heritage is in the content not in the technology used for communication:
Creating new user experiences requires the right combination of creativity, content and
technology to allow for new user experiences. While technical applications provide new Page| 44
channels and ways of communicating cultural heritage the core role of the cultural content
and knowledge must be emphasised. The cultural heritage is in the content not in the
technology used to mediate it. Therefore it is very important to avail of experts who are
skilled in the selection, preparation, adaption and mediation of the content.
[10] IPR/licensing: IPR and licensing of cultural heritage content was seen as a particularly
critical issue. The managers of the presented projects and other workshop participants noted
that it is often difficult receiving from heritage institutions licenses to use historic material.
Sometimes the copyrights are not cleared or the institutions are concerned about making
available digital images, fearing that they may be captured and used in inappropriate ways.

Links of organisations and projects mentioned in the summary
Zeitfenster (Time Window), http://www.zeitfenster-app.de
Streetmuseum, http://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/Streetmuseum.htm
Brothers and Sisters, UK, http://www.brothersandsisters.co.uk
iClio – history for the new media, http://www.iclio.net/
Just in Time Tourist (JiTT), http://www.justintimetourist.com
Óbidos Criativa [richly illustrated presentation of the local activities within the URBACT
project Creative Clusters in Low Density Urban Areas],
http://urbact.eu/fileadmin/Projects/Creative_Clusters/documents_media/S02_obidos_criativa.
pdf

Workshop related material available online
Workshop summary: “Promotion of Cultural Heritage in Europe through the effective use of
innovative technology” (published 31.05.2012), http://www.creativeheritage.eu/workshop_creative_clusters0.html
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Workshop presentations (published 31.05.2012): http://www.creativeheritage.eu/workshop_creative_clusters0.html
-

Luis Moura Ramos: The experience economy and local development

-

Miguel Silvestre: Óbidos Creativa

-

Patrick Burkert: Zeitfenster

-

Alexandre Pinto: Just in Time Tourist

CreativeCH video of the Workshop in Aveiro, produced by MFG Innovation, published on
YouTube (22.05.2012), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWd0VW3L3Kk
CreativeCH images of the Aveiro Workshop on Flickr (103 photographs published
17.05.2012), http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativech/sets/72157629970808094/ and
http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativech/sets/72157630103189516/
CreativeCH video: “CreativeCH - MFG - Zeitfenster - Time Travel App”, produced by MFG
Innovation, published on YouTube (16.04.2012),
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xSDYoZJrmw
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5.3

Workshop 3: Citizen Cultural Participation

Workshop 3: “Citizen Cultural Participation” | VAST2012 Symposium, Brighton, UK, 21 Page| 46
November 2012

Workshop summary
Project managers, scholars and students joined the CreativeCH workshop at the VAST 2012
symposium in Brighton to present and discuss how citizens can be involved in the
documentation and communication of cultural heritage. The workshop focused on
participatory approaches and aspects such as what citizens perceive as heritage, how they
related to it, and what benefits they can gain from collaborative projects.
Internet and other digital technologies allow new ways for citizens to access, explore and add
to cultural heritage content. But the benefits of information portals and other digital outlets of
heritage organizations for citizens are not always clear, indeed, often they present an
institutional, authoritative expert view of cultural heritage objects and sites.
Therefore a core theme of the workshop discussion was how to deploy novel technologies in
ways that engage citizens, allow them to share their views, and gain added value from
collaborating with heritage professionals and other community members. Six examples were
presented, each covering a different segment of cultural heritage, different communities, and
different ways of involvement.
The first presentation by Ricardo Trindade introduced the Heritage of Portuguese Influence
Portal. The portal is sponsored by the Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian (Lisbon) and involves
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several Portuguese universities in documenting and presenting the built heritage of
Portuguese origin around the globe. Non-experts such as local residents or travellers are
invited to contribute content (images, videos, descriptions, stories, etc.) which, after editorial Page| 47
examination, is published on the portal. This example triggered a discussion about what
contributions of citizens are seen as appropriate, with the conclusion that fit or non-fit
depends on the particular objectives and context of a project.
The second example were the Sassi of Matera (Italy), a UNESCO World Heritage site
representing the most complete surviving rock-cut settlement in the Mediterranean region.
Andrea Adami of the Italian National Research Council’s Institute for Technologies Applied to
Cultural Heritage presented how the history of this site will be brought alive online. The
communication platform is developed as part of Matera’s candidacy as a European Capital of
Culture of 2019. The residents actively contribute views and visions of their home town to the
project. The platform is not intended to replace the local guides who are residents telling their
stories of what it means to grow up and live in this unique town.
The third presentation was given by Angela Rossmaier (EuroMACHS Project, Austria), the
winner of the first CHIEF Award. She focused on how city archives can stimulate citizens to
explore the history of their city and use historic content as inspiration for creative activities.
Examples of such content included pictures of historic costumes and hats, music scores and
cooking recipes.
Another case study investigated how capture-from-motion technology (a method of creating
3D models from digital photographs) can be used at a large scale for documenting statues
within the public urban space. Karina Rodriguez Echevarria (Brighton University, UK), a
researcher in the European project 3D-COFORM, described how citizens were invited and
trained to provide photos of statues in their home town. The case study found that many
citizens are willing to devote time for such work, if they can focus on cultural objects they like
and the technical part is as easy as taking pictures with a digital camera.
The fifth example was presented by Kyprianos Kountouris, the director of the Pyrga Primary
School that is located in a village in Cyprus. Though small the village is rich in cultural
heritage, both buildings (chapels, mosque, fountains, etc.) as well as traditional objects and
customs. The project of the school aimed at understanding what children perceive as
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heritage, which also included household objects and working tools. Moreover the children
learned how to investigate local history and present their findings with digital tools.
The example stimulated a discussion about people’s understanding of “cultural heritage” and Page| 48
differences between this understanding and what institutions present as “the” heritage of a
region or country. Household objects thought to be “family heritage” by the children might
well be “Made in China” (or elsewhere), and the Heritage of Portuguese Influence Portal (see
above) was developed specifically to identify Portuguese cultural impact (e.g. architecture,
design, etc.) in other countries around the world. Professor Carvalho suggested to call it
“glocal” cultural heritage and to investigate the topic in more detail in the next CreativeCH
workshop on “Internationalisation and Localization” of digital cultural heritage content.
Finally Raluca Selejan (West University of Timisoara, Romania) presented a case study for
the CreativeCH showcase that is developed in the Banat region. The showcase focuses on
the documentation and communication of traditions of rural communities in this multi-ethnic
region. The study work with the local people inquires how these traditions are maintained,
transformed or re-integrated within the communities.
The workshop presentations and discussion made clear that very different approaches can
be chosen for involving citizens of all age groups in the creative use and valorization of
tangible as well as intangible cultural heritage. As the topic is complex there is no “one size
fits all” solution. Yet, whatever methods and tools are used, the interests, motivations and
aspirations of the participating citizens must be considered in the first place. Only truly
participatory projects will allow citizens enriching experiences and “telling their stories” in
collaborative heritage documentation and communication projects.
Workshop highlights:
[1] Heritage institutions can offer citizens many opportunities for cultural participation: There
are many different opportunities organisations can offer citizens to participate in, learn about,
and contribute to the preservation and communication of cultural heritage. Examples ranged
from documentation of objects and sites through providing images, videos, descriptions, etc.
to using historic content as inspiration for creative activities (e.g. historic costumes or music
scores).
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[2] Citizens are willing to contribute, but according to their terms: People old and young are
interested in the preservation and communication of cultural heritage as shown in the
number of volunteers, donators and activists in this field. But they wish to contribute Page| 49
according to their terms what concerns required time and effort as well as type of heritage.
Projects that want to involve citizens should be aware of this and offer different and flexible
ways of participation.
[3] Local people can add place-specific context: In the marketing of cultural sites such as
historic towns often stereotypic “brand” images and messages are used. People who have
grown up, live and work in the area can provide personal stories that explain what they value
about particular objects, places or events. This may convey better what makes cultural sites
distinct and worth visiting.
[4] Using Web 2.0 requires putting the users at the centre: “Web 2.0” or “social software”
(content sharing platforms, Weblogs, etc.) allow people to express themselves, take part,
and share ideas and own content. Through using such applications cultural heritage
institutions can involve users, for example, in online exhibitions or virtual communities around
cultural heritage topics, artefacts and sites. But a truly “Web 2.0” approach must put the
users and their contributions at the centre, not the institution and its authoritatively curated
content.
[5] A challenging approach for cultural heritage institutions: A “Web 2.0” approach requires a
certain level of openness and willingness to experiment in order to find out what works and
what doesn’t. Project managers should be prepared that what people contribute and express
in the context of the institution can raise issues of ownership of content or concerns about
appropriateness.
[6] What contributions of participants fit or don’t fit: Offensive, false or indecent statements
and images aside, there is no clear rule for what contributions are appropriate. What fits or
does not fit depends on the particular objectives and context of a project. What kinds of
contributions are welcome should be made clear and some editorial control will be necessary
in most cases.
[7] A learning opportunity for citizens and heritage professionals: What citizens perceive as
heritage, how they related to it, the stories and images they contribute will usually be different
from the institutional, subject-expert’s view and knowledge of cultural heritage. This should
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be taken as a learning opportunity for both, the curators who can learn about what citizens
see as and value about heritage, and the citizens who can acquire a better understanding of
how heritage institutions work, their professional criteria and practices. This may also Page| 50
increase citizens’ appreciation of the knowledge and meticulous work that is required for
preserving and exhibiting cultural heritage.
[8] The participants as the experts: In a contemporary or ethnographic context, for example,
in oral history projects or documentation of customs of rural and/or ethnic communities, the
participants are “the experts”. Because, such projects are about their historic experience or
lived cultural heritage. In such cases a particularly sensitive and respectful collaboration is
required.
[9] Projects involving children: Such projects should focus on the environment the children
live in and allow them choose the objects and themes they want to explore. Some guidance
will be appropriate on how to investigate local history and heritage as well as available
sources (e.g. historical images). An exhibition of the results can allow for celebrating the local
heritage and promote its appreciation and preservation.

Links of organisations and projects mentioned in the summary
3D-COFORM (EU FP7 project), http://www.3d-coform.eu
Angela Rossmaier, Austria (EuroMACHS Project), http://angel4heritage.wordpress.com
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, Lisbon, http://www.gulbenkian.pt
Heritage of Portuguese Influence Portal, Portugal, http://www.hpip.org/def/en/Homepage
Institute for Technologies Applied to Cultural Heritage, Italian National Research Council,
http://www.itabc.cnr.it
Pyrga Primary School, http://www.pyrga.org/english/education.shtm
Sassi of Matera, Italy, UNESCO World Heritage site, http://www.materacittanarrata.it
UNESCO World Heritage, http://whc.unesco.org
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Workshop related material available online
Workshop summary “How to involve citizen in the promotion of Cultural Heritage” (published
05.12.2012), http://www.creative-heritage.eu/index.php?id=5354
Workshop presentations (published 05.12.2012), http://www.creativeheritage.eu/index.php?id=5354
-

Andrea Adami: Matera - Tales of a City;

-

Angelika Rossmaier [CHIEF Award Winner]: History Reloaded;

-

Karina Rodriguez Echevarria: Documenting Heritage in 3D;

-

Raluca Selejan: The Banat Showcase;

-

Ricardo Trindade: HPIP (Heritage of Portuguese Influence Portal).

CreativeCH video of the Citizen Cultural Participation workshop, Brighton (UK), 21.11.2012,
produced by MFGInnovation, published on YouTube (06.12.2012),
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVoM8NA_FVg
CreativeCH images of the Brighton Workshop on Flickr (25 photographs published
21.11.2012), http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativech/sets/72157632137529812/
CHIEF Award: Rules (22.08.2012), http://chief.uc.pt/forum/viewtopic.php?f=19&t=15
CHIEF Award: Win a trip to the CreativeCH Workshop at VAST2012, Brighton, UK
(19.09.2012), http://chief.uc.pt/blog/index.php/win-a-trip-to-the-creativech-workshop-atvast2012-brighton-uk/
CHIEF Award: Participate in the CHIEF Award and join us in Brighton (21.09.2012),
http://www.creativeheritage.eu/4812.html?&tx_ttnews%5Bpointer%5D=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=6976
&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=4799&cHash=ab65b1acdc2cde286548b00aa816ea67
Ricardo Trindade and Sara Dias Trindade: Heritage of Portuguese Influence Portal: a way to
explore and collaborate online. CHIEF Forum (20.08.2012),
http://chief.uc.pt/blog/index.php/heritage-of-portuguese-influence-portal-a-way-toexplore-and-collaborate-online/
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5.4

Overview of the dissemination of workshop results

The table below summarises the dissemination of the results of the first three workshops. Page| 52
The figures include downloads or views of the material that has been published during or
after the workshops. As expected the access to materials is growing over time. Currently
most downloads/views of material are for the first workshop in Stuttgart (published 1823.04.2012), e.g. 140 downloads of the workshop summary and 174 downloads of
presentations.
Most interest so far attracted the video of the Aveiro workshop (published 22.05.2012) with
231 views. The two video interviews taken in Stuttgart (published 20.04.2012) together
attracted 177 views, and the video of the Brighton workshop (published 06.12.2012) 86
views. Dissemination of information before and during the workshops through Twitter and the
EuroMACHS Facebook page seems to drive quite some interest in the project activities and
results (for example, more people accessing the project website and CHIEF forum).
We estimate that 300-400 people, including one time and repeat visitors, have already
viewed or downloaded workshop materials. With a growing number of visitors to the project
website (unique visitors/month from March – October 2012: 327; November 2012 to January
2013: 457) we also expect many more people accessing the available workshop materials.

Workshop content

Web link

Published

Downloads /
views until
21/01/2013

Stuttgart workshop, 18.04.2012
Workshop summary
“Creative Clusters have the
power to stimulate crossfertilisation of ideas” by C.
Ficano and E. Oliveira, MFG

http://www.creativeheritage.eu/4812.html?&tx_tt
news%5Btt_news%5D=6660
&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D
=4834&cHash=092f9036fddb
a5bac1bc61b77299cd39

23.04.2012

140

3 workshop presentations

http://www.creativeheritage.eu/workshop_creativ
e_clusters.html

23.04.2012

174

CreativeCH video interview
with Valentina Montalto /

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=NQED-3T8NoY

20.04.2012

121
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KEA European Affairs,
produced by MFG
Innovation, on You Tube
CreativeCH video interview
with Anamaria Wills / CIDA,
produced by MFG
Innovation, on YouTube

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=PwAB6w1sL0o

20.04.2012

56

CreativeCH images of the
Stuttgart Workshop on Flickr

http://www.flickr.com/photos/
creativech/sets/72157629885
420327/ and
http://www.flickr.com/photos/
creativech/sets/72157629950
002249

18.04.2012

64

https://twitter.com/creative_c
h

18.04.2012

58 potential
readers

Workshop summary:
“Promotion of Cultural
Heritage in Europe through
the effective use of
innovative technology”

http://www.creativeheritage.eu/workshop_creativ
e_clusters0.html

31.05.2012

116

4 workshop presentations

http://www.creativeheritage.eu/workshop_creativ
e_clusters0.html

31.05.2012

132

CreativeCH video of the
Workshop in Aveiro,
produced by MFG
Innovation, on YouTube

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=EWd0VW3L3Kk

22.05.2012

231

CreativeCH images of the
Aveiro Workshop on Flickr

http://www.flickr.com/photos/
creativech/sets/72157629970
808094/ and
http://www.flickr.com/photos/
creativech/sets/72157630103
189516/

17.05.2012

109

https://twitter.com/creative_c
h

17.05.2012

72 potential
readers

http://chief.uc.pt/forum/

15-21.05.12

71 visits with
510 page

81 photographs

CreativeCH Twitter
6 tweets during the event
Aveiro workshop, 17.05.2012

103 photographs

CreativeCH Twitter
3 tweets during the event
CHIEF forum
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views (18.05:
201 views)
Twitter @paulasimoes (UoC)

http://twitter.com/#!/paulasim
oes

16-18.05.12

678 potential
readers; 6
retweets. 3
retweeted by
followers

http://twitter.com/#!/euromach
s

17.05.2012

95 potential
readers, 2
retweets. 2
retweeted by
followers

40 tweets

Twitter @euromachs (UoC)
8 tweets during the event

EuroMACHS Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/Eu 15-17.05.12
roMACHS

7 posts about the event

131 potential
readers, 13
likes; 19
shares by
followers and
3 comments
(data retrieved on
29.01.2013)

Brighton workshop, 21.11.2012
Workshop summary “How to
involve citizen in the promotion of Cultural Heritage”

http://www.creativeheritage.eu/index.php?id=53
54

05.12.2012

51

5 Workshop presentations

http://www.creativeheritage.eu/index.php?id=53
54

05.12.2012

62

CreativeCH video of the
Citizen Cultural Participation
workshop, Brighton, UK,
produced by MFG
Innovation, on YouTube

http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=SVoM8NA_FVg

06.12.2012

86

CreativeCH images of the
Brighton Workshop on Flickr

http://www.flickr.com/photos/
creativech/sets/72157632137
529812/

21.11.2012

48

https://twitter.com/creative_c
h

21.11.2012

85 potential
readers

25 photographs
CreativeCH Twitter
4 tweets during the event
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CHIEF forum

EuroMACHS Facebook
8 posts during the event

http://chief.uc.pt/forum/

19-25.11.12

https://www.facebook.com/Eu 21-24.11.12
roMACHS

78 visits with
619 page
views (22.11:
114; 23.11.:
145 views)
131 potential
readers;
20 likes, 5
shares and 3
comments
(data retrieved on
29.01.2013)
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6

Summary of workshop experiences

Below we summarise some experiences from organising and disseminating the results of the Page| 56
workshops:

Identification and selection of relevant events
The identification of relevant events for co-locating 10 CreativeCH workshop in the period
2012 to 2014 was not an easy task. The workshops should be held in the context of relevant
larger events, in different European countries, and fit with the different project topics and
target groups.
Some conferences considered in the initial plan did not see new editions, for example, the
CREATE – International Conference for Creative Industries (Stuttgart) or the European
Forum on Cultural Industries (Barcelona). Furthermore we found that events of the European
Capitals of Culture (ECOCs) do not fit for CreativeCH. The ECOCs do not include larger
conferences but implement local events and some activities together with other ECOCs.
But the project has already run three successful workshops in 2012, and has scheduled and
is preparing the next three in 2013. Also relevant events for the four workshops in 2014 have
been identified, each with two options of well-established conferences.

Re-location in case of organisational problems
The second workshop was planned to be held in June 2012 within a new conference Cultural
Heritage – New Media Technologies – Experience Economy, 1-3 June 2012 in Montemor-oVelho (Portugal). However the event was cancelled by the organisers due to unsecure
funding. The rather short-term re-location and successful conduct of this workshop at an
international conference (INVTUR2012 in Aveiro, Portugal), held even earlier (17 May 2012),
shows that the project partners are capable of dealing with such issues.

Workshop format and contexts of the events
The typical format of a workshop of about three hours includes “show & tell” project
presentations, demonstrations of innovative digital products and services, and moderated
discussion rounds.
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The workshops are planned to be held in the context of a conference or other large event.
One exception was the first workshop on “Creative Clusters” that was organised at MFG
Baden-Württemberg to allow for bringing together a unique group of participants, which Page| 57
included: cultural digital content clusters from Germany (Virtual Dimension Centre) and
France (Iconoval), cultural & creative industry think-tanks from Belgium (KEA International
Affairs) and the UK (CIDA). In addition the workshop allowed for networking with the EICI –
European Interest Group on Creativity and Innovation and the Science in Society project
KiiCS - Knowledge Incubation in Innovation and Creation for Science (2012-2014).
Two other specific workshop contexts merit to be highlighted: The fourth workshop will take
place within the Fira Modernista (May 2013) which is an annual festival in Terrassa (Spain)
celebrating the cultural history of the area. It includes historic re-enactments, street markets,
a parade, etc. where participants have the opportunity to make a trip back in time and relive
the city 100 years ago. Furthermore a workshop is planned in the context of the "Vestiges of
Industry" (Czech Republic, October 2013), a programme of exhibitions and cultural events in
a number of cities at locations connected with defunct, declining or recently revitalised
industrial heritage sites. The programme includes a conference in Prague with international
participation.

Workshop participants
Initially it was foreseen to have an attendance of some 30 workshop participants. But we
found that participation of about 20 (or a few more) fits better to allow for focused discussion
of the topic and presentations in a workshop setup (roundtable). At the INVTUR2012
conference in Aveiro (Portugal) the workshop was held in a large tent for the exhibition
booths. While this allowed for involving some more participants the setup was not optimal as
it required using microphones and the light conditions were not favourable for projecting
presentations and videos.

Additional project presentations
At the INVTUR 2012 conference in Aveiro (Portugal) and the VAST 2012 symposium in
Brighton (UK) project activities and results were also presented in addition to the workshops.
In Aveiro CreativeCH was present with a booth in the tent for the conference exhibitors
where a project presentation was shown and information material handed out to interested
exhibition visitors. In Brighton a large poster presenting the four CreativeCH showcases was
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displayed in the entrance area of the conference hall. Conference attendants who were
interested to learn more about the project were also informed about other project activities
and received the project flyer. The visits of INVTUR conference attendants to the exhibition Page| 58
space (estimated at about 100 persons) and the number of attendants of the VAST 2012
symposium (about 80 persons) was somewhat below our expectations.

Online views and downloads of workshop results
The number of online views (e.g. videos) and downloads of workshop materials (e.g.
summary and presentations) are considerable and growing, because the materials are
accessed by new website visitors. We estimate that 300-400 people, including one time and
repeat visitors, have already viewed or downloaded workshop materials. With a growing
number of visitors to the project website (unique visitors/month from March – October 2012:
327; November 2012 to January 2013: 457) we also expect many more people accessing the
available workshop materials.
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